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IS YOUR
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BUSINESS
RUNNING
RUNNING
SMOOTHLY?

Take your bright
idea to the next
level with our
technology

SMOOTHLY?
Our team is here to CONNECT

Our
here to
CONNECT you
you
toteam
theisright
solutions

Telecom
Web Design
IT Solutions
Infrastructure
to

the right solutions

CONNECT provides expert, high quality IT and Telecom services backed by
our industry-leading written guarantee. As a trusted technology partner for
businesses with decades of strong community ties, CONNECT’s mission is to
understand your business needs and pain points and to reduce risk, reduce
costs, and increase profits.
Learn more in our article here!

1-866-251-3433
CONNECTBC.CA
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Does the Canadian economy and fluctuations impact your
business on a daily basis? Are you interested in following the
course of the market?

You Deserve
A Comprehensive
Written Investment,
Retirement
& Estate Plan
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Whether
are awith
single
office ofwith
couple
we provide a wide range of IT solutions to meet and
employees, or multiple locations with hundreds
exceed your needs now, and into the future. If you’re
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to find out how we can help you take your business to
the next level.

Call us to book your free
second opinion on your
current situation

250-762-3329
Landmark 6
6th Floor
1631 Dickson Ave

If you are looking for discussions around the Canadian
Market, tune in to CanadianMarketWatch.com.
Hosted by Jim Csek and George Sanders, they share their
experience and insight to shine a light on the stock market,
interconnections between economic and other factors, and
invite guests to share their expertise with a focus on the Canadian resource sector - the Canadian market with everything
that revolves around it.
Topics that leave you speechless.
In this podcast series and during these potentially very scary
times, Jim and George investigate the origins and influences
on Canadian economic factors. By inviting industry experts to
speak and share their ideas, we might discover opportunities
within the current situations.
To become an inspired investor, listen to the growing list
of episodes online at CanadianMarketWatch.com.

Investors Group Financial Services Inc

1-866-251-3433
INFO@CONNECTBC.CA
CONNECTBC.CA

1-866-251-3433
INFO@CONNECTBC.CA
CONNECTBC.CA

/CanadianMarketWatch

@CDNMarket

@canadianmarketwatch

/Jim Csek
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Kelowna winery lands
first augmented reality
Wine label in Canada

With a downloadable app for iPhone, users can
face the phone towards the bottle’s iconic red shoe
graphic and watch as a man and woman appear.

Written by: Dylan McCullough

“It’s good for a chuckle and sharing with friends,” said
Jennifer Turton-Molgat, President of The View Winery.
“Isn’t that what wine is supposed to be all about?”

Local connoisseurs are already familiar with
the magic on the inside of a bottle of wine
from The View Winery, but did you know that
same magic can now be witnessed on its label?

The innovative animated design was produced in
collaboration with Kelowna-based company Csek
Creative, helping The View Winery become the first
Canadian winery to embrace the technology.

The Kelowna winery has become the first in Canada
with an augmented reality (AR) label for its bottles
that literally speaks and moves for its customers.
There’s a separate pick-up line for each of The View
Winery’s 10 wines, followed by useful information
about the specific variety.

“Having a sense of humour has always been a core
principal of ours,” said Turton-Molgat. “And
what we’ve done with the augmented reality is an
extension of that.”
All that’s needed to enjoy the full AR experience is a
quick download of The View Winery’s free app and
let the simple instructions take it from there.

THIS HAPPENS HERE

LEVEL UP //
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of the play. The problem was, you could only get
about two thousand people in there, really, and that
doesn’t do it in the economics of our league. And
nor would the league allow us to play in a facility
like that for long.”

Community builder
bruce hamilton
Written by: Kent Molgat

Bruce Hamilton brought the WHL to Kelowna
and built a great history of success along with
it. We spent some time with this Community
Builder who reveals what brought him here, and
how the community has helped him make it feel
like home.
When Bruce Hamilton needed a way out of
Tacoma, Washington for his WHL Rockets, it
came down to two possibilities.
“Kelowna was one of the cities, Boise, Idaho was
another. And thankfully, we chose Kelowna.”
Since then the Rockets have represented
Kelowna at the Memorial Cup in 2003, 2004,
2005, and 2015.
“I like to think now, it’s one of the stronger franchises
in the Canadian Hockey League,” said Hamilton.
But the beginnings were pretty humble with the
Rockets spending their first four years in Kelowna at
the old Memorial Arena. “It was a wonderful place
to watch a game because you were right on top
LEVEL UP //

Get glowing skin
with a

Hydrafacial
for only $149

(SAVE $50)

250-768-0309
suite 104 - 591 Bernard Ave,
Kelowna, V1Y 6N9
serenityaestheticsskincare.com

The Rockets spent four years playing at Memorial.
At one point, the city spent a regrettable amount
of time considering a dubious proposal for an
arena with a retractable roof. “Only in Kelowna,”
laughed Hamilton. But it slowed down the effort
to actually build something appropriate.

“I just think it’s so important that the direction
they get from us before they leave here and go
into the real world is really important for them.”
After all, only a tiny percentage of CHL players
ever make it to the NHL. Hamilton knows what
that’s like. Drafted in the 1970s for the St. Louis
Blues, he never put a skate on NHL ice, but he’s
had a great life in hockey and wouldn’t change it
for the world. Kelowna is lucky to have him.

“Yup, terribly,” he recalled, “and it probably cost
us two years in that other facility.”
But along came another community builder,
Graham Lee with RG Properties. “He had the
foresight and the wherewithal to build the
building and it is what it is today.”
Still, for Hamilton, the most important project
isn’t about building arenas or even championship
teams. It’s about building future leaders out of
the young men who come to play for him.
“When we bring players here, we want them to be
good people first and foremost,” said Hamilton.
And when he sees them years later and hears
how important their time in Kelowna was to
them, that’s what really makes this community
builder smile.
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the crisis. Try looking at operations from a different
perspective to determine if there is a way to operate
that hasn’t been done before.
Forecasting and budgeting future cash flows
can ensure the business remains operational. Work
closely with your accounting team to build an
accurate cashflow statement that will help determine
which expenses can be eliminated and when a cashcrunch might occur.

As a business owner, you know that at some
point a “financial storm” will hit—whether it’s
a pandemic, recession or a personal crisis. To
mitigate the damage, there are a few strategies
you can employ in advance to ensure you can
survive and maybe even thrive on the other side.

Common challenges

Money Matters

Weathering Financial Storms
Contributed by: Jamey Trewartha,
Senior Commercial Banking Advisor

For most business owners, the biggest challenge is
determining how to shift operations to make it through
the crisis, especially if it’s their first time facing this level
of upheaval. Some common questions business owners
should be asking are:
1. How do we continue to generate sales?
2. Are there new sales channels that we can take
advantage of?
3. How do we manage staffing levels?
4. How can we optimize our cash flow and working
capital?
5. How long can we survive before we run out of cash?
6. Should we remain in operation?
Decisions must be made quickly in response to a crisis, but
there’s also the additional challenge of ensuring that your
business is ready to jump back into full swing when the
crisis subsides.

Creating an action plan
The most positive approach is to seek opportunities. If
your existing sales channels are no longer viable, there
may be opportunities to diversify and grow as a result of
LEVEL UP //

Another important area is maintaining open
communication with your partners—landlords,
suppliers, customers and financial institutions.
There could be an opportunity to negotiate terms
and conditions with these partners that allow for
some financial flexibility or relief. Keep in mind that
everyone could be experiencing similar financial
restraints, so you need to negotiate terms that work
for all parties.

Getting creative
Most crises force businesses to innovate at highspeed. As businesses learn to adapt, you may find
opportunities for efficiencies in the future. During
COVID-19, many organizations quickly mobilized
their employees to work from home to adhere
to physical distancing guidelines and bolstered
their digital communications and marketing to
better engage with consumers. Both actions will
undoubtedly prove beneficial for businesses as they
look forward.

situations, creates policies to respond to them and
helps businesses recover quickly so they can return
to normal. The plan should have clear objectives and
execution tactics to both prevent and recover from
potential threats.
Another important area to plan for is emergency
funding. Figure out what level of emergency funds
are adequate and easily accessible if a financial storm
hits. Sometimes businesses may have access to credit
before a crisis but gaining access to these funds
during a crisis can prove more difficult. If you don’t
have an emergency fund, start somewhere. It’s often
challenging for businesses to put aside a little bit of
“just-in-case” cash when things are going well, as the
preference is usually to invest back into the business.
Take a balanced approach, and where possible, put
aside a little bit of cash into an emergency fund.
Make sure that you build a team of professionals.
This could include a commercial banker, accountant,
lawyer and insurance advisor. They will not only help
you prepare for any financial storms but can be a
beacon of light while the storm is happening. Don’t
be afraid to reach out to other business connections
who may have experience you can learn from.
Crises come in many different forms—and not all
will impact the global economy. By being prepared
and working together, we can ensure that our local
businesses come out of these financial storms ready
to grow and thrive.

We also know how important it is to continue to think
about engaging our teams and trying to find ways to
connect. Humans are social creatures and when faceto-face interaction is taken away, we can get depressed
and unmotivated. Trying to maintain some sense
of normalcy during the crisis might mean bringing
teams together virtually for team meetings, social
gatherings and virtual coffees. When your employees
feel connected, heard and valued during a crisis, they
will, in turn, be happier and more productive.

Before a storm hits
Have a business continuity plan (BCP) in place.
A BCP outlines the potential impact of disaster
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top 10 reasons to work
with kelownanow

7. Do Things,
Tell People

Written by: Nicole Slipetz & Andrea Eichberger

1. We buy local, and
you should too
KelownaNow is the only locally owned media
platform in Kelowna, employing a team of
local residents that live, work and play right
here in our community. We buy homes from
local real estate agents and developers, buy
cars and motorcycles from local dealerships,
we buy produce from local farms and wine
from local wineries. We celebrate birthdays
and anniversaries with our families at local
restaurants. We don’t just live local, we support
local. We buy local, and you should too.

2. Follow the Leader
KelownaNow is the outright leader when
it comes to social media following and
engagement in the Okanagan. Add up all
your friends from high school, those cousins
you never see, even your co-workers and we’ve
still got you beat (sorry!). The good news is
- we like to share. Got something to say in
Kelowna? Want to connect with our Facebook
or Instagram followers? DM us.

3. Club Creative
KelownaNow is the BFF of Csek Creative - the
largest full-service marketing agency in the B.C
Interior. Need a media strategy? Need a creative
campaign? How about what should you be
saying, who should you be saying it to and
how you’re going to say it to them? We have
a 21-year history of strategy before tactics and
the multidisciplinary knowledge of a cohesive
creative unit at your disposal.
LEVEL UP //

4. We Can Do That
KelownaNow is supported by the six divisions
of NowMedia Group. The rest of our family
includes the high-tech d6 Print Studio;
NowProductions, for all your audio, video
and photography needs; Level Up Events; 16
Flights Publishing House and the one that
started it all, Csek Creative. If you’ve got a
marketing problem, we’re confident we have
the solution.

5. Stuff That
Matters
KelownaNow was built with the guiding
principle of only sharing the ‘Stuff That
Matters.’ We hold our News Team, Content
Strategists, Social Media Curators and most
importantly, Clients to the highest standard
in content and news. If it matters to you, it
matters to us. We deliver every client campaign
with the utmost care to ensure your message
matters to our audience.

6. #GOALS
You have goals and we help you achieve them.
KelownaNow delivers results based specifically
on your campaign goals. We can help you share
your message, grow your social media following,
increase your sales and connect with your targeted
audience in a real and organic way. We don’t start
a campaign without truly understanding what you
want to accomplish, then we get to work to turn
your goals into a reality.

We are born storytellers. We were
the “Read it again!” kids and now
that we’re grown up, we want to help
you share your business story. Tell us
the “why” behind why you do what
you do because that’s the ‘Stuff That
Matters’ not only to you, but to your
customers as well. Together, let’s tell
people what makes you get up in the
morning. What inspired you to take
the leap into business and what puts
you a head above the rest.

8. O, Canada
KelownaNow is one of 96 platforms
in our NowCities division stretching
from Victoria, BC to St. John’s,
Newfoundland and all the way
back to Kelowna again. We are
confident that we’re on to something
truly special here. Being in the
know with hyperlocal content and
news, as well as empowering local
businesses to succeed has never
been more important. Now is the
time to bring this creative platform
to communities across our country.
Interested in partnering with us?
Check out available opportunities at
nowcities.ca.

changes in marketing to give you an
effective campaign. This approach
allows our team to learn and tell
your story, communicate what makes
your business unique and how the
community can connect with you.
In today’s digital world, people are
consuming their media differently
and the tactics for marketing your
business are constantly evolving.
That’s why we keep it cutting-edge,
so your message and brand stand out.

10. Did we
mention we’re
local?
KelownaNow puts an emphasis on
our community and, in particular,
how we can help support local
businesses. We know that you are
the heartbeat of this community

and that’s why we work tirelessly
to ensure your success. As part of
this, we concentrate on keeping a
hyper-local focus and
presenting the news in a more
positive way. Sometimes there is
enough “doom and gloom” but
our goal at KelownaNow is to
write the stories that inform and
help share relevant news. The
news isn’t always positive, but
without sensationalizing the
story, we provide the content that
people want to read and clients
want to align their brand with.
To connect with your community
and share your message with
KelownaNow, get in touch by
emailing us at
sales@nowmediagroup.ca.

9. We Keep It
Cutting Edge
With our agency background, we
don’t just put your company into
a 250 x 300 box. Instead, we
evaluate your strengths and look for
opportunities to better serve you
and your audience. We know that
you will see results when we consider
what works for your customers, not
what works for us. Therefore, we stay
up to date with developments and
15
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Written by: Jorden Puzzella

Okanagan Lifestyle lives by its own
ubiquitousness, but that wasn’t always
the case.
To be forthright, owner and chief
connector, Jaclyn Robertson, shares
that her “eureka” moment didn’t
arrive until two years into operating
Okanagan Lifestyle Apparel. But
when the moment occurred, it arrived
alongside the birth of her firstborn son.
“I naively thought my definition
of ‘community’ – and my vision to
elevate such – was sound from day
one,” admits Jaclyn. “It wasn’t until I
found myself living out of the Kelowna
General Hospital Neonatal Intensive
Care in 2016 after giving birth to my
first son two-months premature that
I discovered, via local doctors and
nurses, what it truly meant to be in
service to a community.”
In a very real sense, the birth of
Jaclyn’s son marked a major turning
point for the vision of Okanagan
Lifestyle. This true and very powerful
“eureka” moment sounded like ICU
alarm bells and as Jaclyn experienced
a simultaneous wave of feelings, both
heart-wrenching and inspiring, she
knew immediately that her life would
be different.
And with that, so would the lifestyle.

Jaclyn Roberston
Entrepreneur, Connector, Collaborator

Okanagan Lifestyle Apparel

LEVEL UP //

Fueled by compassionate nurses,
doctors, family and business partners,
this transformative moment hit
Jaclyn with so much inspiration that
she pivoted OKGN’s vision to be in
service to the community and created
a genuine heart-first approach to
establish the company as the official
brand of the Okanagan.

Jaclyn’s team trusted this new vision
and together, they built upon their
existing foundation to work towards
these renewed goals. Bit by bit, this
incredibly talented team blended
patience, persistence and a foreverwillingness to work hard with passion
into a winning formula.
From their home base in the heart of
Kelowna’s cultural district, OKGN
is sharpening its product in unique,
meaningful and sustainable ways
through initiatives like their thrifted
collection, that’s available through
their workshop and website. Then
there’s the Home Team collection,
where 100% of profits went towards
building, and now maintaining
JoeAnna’s house, the OKGN valley’s
version of a Ronald McDonald
house. They’re even building a solid
ambassador program of community
leaders, athletes and professionals
who exude the Okanagan Lifestyle.
Along with plans in motion to
streamline production, the team
is looking forward to the second

phase of their shop build-out,
which will contain a loft, additional
holding space for inventory and
more opportunity for community
engagement and connection.
“In growing and building Okanagan
Lifestyle Apparel, we’re sharing our
true happiness, working towards our
goals, giving back to the community
and all we hope to do is encourage
others to do the same.”
Massively grateful for her current
position in the community, Jaclyn
feels that she thrives best when she
doesn’t pander or place too much
importance on being what others
might want her to be – because living
her ideal Okanagan lifestyle is Jaclyn’s
dream come true.
Connect with Jaclyn
Instagram: @okanaganlifestyle
Facebook: @OkanaganLifestyle
Twitter: @oklifestyle
Web: okanaganlifestyle.ca
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the discovery that countries would be
implementing medical programs for
cannabis before recreational markets
are established… and there was the
opportunity.
To make a cannabis product medical,
derivatives, such as edibles, beverages,
vaping products and topicals, require
precise dosing with dose escalation,
reliability and consistency to best
fulfil the needs of the user; therefore,
Tyler’s opportunity was to create
reliable and safe products for medical
cannabis users globally with accessible
delivery methods.

Tyler Robson

That grandiose vision isn’t something
that one man could accomplish on
his own. Tyler would need a team of
people to assist in the execution of
showing the world what cannabis can
do. Luckily, this young entrepreneur
has one of the most valuable qualities
a leader can have, compassion. It’s

what makes Tyler such an outstanding
CEO and leader in the cannabis space.
Knowing that his actions and
leadership directly impact the lives
of those working at Valens, Tyler is
constantly working to improve
the company. And in return, his
employees and stakeholders are fully
invested in the organization’s goal
to meet the growing needs of the
consumer’s medical or recreational
cannabis usage.
This combination of leadership and
team-building has contributed to
The Valens Company becoming the
global leader in best-in-class cannabis
extraction and testing.
When you have a clear vision
that aligns with Health Canada’s
regulations and an invested team
dedicated to giving consumers the very
best product they can produce, you,

as the leader, can focus on the future.
While the rest of us witness Canada’s
cannabis market developing, Tyler’s
current focus is on the global market
and the next opportunity presented
through Cannabis Legalization 2.0.
As new cannabis-derivatives are
slowly becoming integrated into the
supply chain where product creation
is reliant on the function of cannabis
extraction, Tyler Robson is determined
to continue helping people while
making their products healthier and
more ethical for consumers to use in
their everyday lives.

Connect with Tyler
Instagram: @thevalenscompany
Facebook: @thevalenscompany
Twitter: @TheValensCo
Web: thevalenscompany.com
Stock: TSX: VLNS and OTC: VLNCF

CEO & Co-Founder

The Valens Company

Written by: Jorden Puzzella
When Tyler Robson and the team at The Valens Company set out
to show the world what cannabis can do, they needed to identify
an opportunity to bring purposeful cannabis to the people.

By the time the bill had passed in Canada, Tyler was looking at
the future of cannabis from a global standpoint. This vision led to
LEVEL UP //

“ Don’t be afraid to pursue the unusual.
When someone goes right,
try going left.

“

That fortuitous opportunity arose when Health Canada passed
the bill that cannabis extractions or derivatives were going to
be licensed. In what Tyler describes as his “Eureka!” moment,
he knew that the fundamental transaction for new consumer
products would require the use of cannabis extraction and
therefore, he was quick to identify a promising business venture
based on the high demand for extraction in a market with few
competitors.
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Written by: Jorden Puzzella
It wasn’t that long ago when pre-teen
Selina Kozub discovered her father’s
vintage film camera. Inquisitive by
nature, Selina decided to further
inspect this doohickey. With a brewing
mixture of curiosity and ambition, she
peered through its lens and experienced
a sight that would change her life. In
the flash of an instant, Selina became
infatuated with photography.
This passion remained a hobby until
Selina was in college and officially
registered her business name, Selina
Photography. For the time being, that
was as far as she would go… remaining a
hobbyist with a registered business name.
Unbeknownst to her at the time,
she was standing in her own way.
Selina was holding herself back from
achieving her dream because she
had always been told that to be an
artist, it meant you were a starving
artist. Whenever asked about being
a photographer, she’d tell them that
she wasn’t a pro. She was an amateur
because that French word meant “for
the love of ”, not “expert”.

“

Failure teaches
you more than
success ever will...
Even if you try,
and fail, you’re
lapping those
people who never
tried at all.

“

LEVEL UP //

At 23, Selina had a baby and decided
to resign from a full-time job in
healthcare to begin an at-home
business, but not as a photographer,
as a fitness coach.
After almost two years of making
a living working from home, she
decided that if she could make it work
for a fitness business, why couldn’t she
do it for her true passion: photography.
Feeling reinvigorated, her youthful
curiosity and ambition returned with
the determination of a young adult,
pushing Selina to join a photography
class and become enthralled by an
online business coach named Nicole
Holland. As Selina’s confidence grew,
an opportunity to win a six-month
scholarship arose. She applied and
won. Equipped with entrepreneurial
know-how and renewed confidence,
Selina Photography was back in
business.
Up until then, her favourite phrase
was “I don’t want to turn my passion
into my profession because eventually,
it will make me hate it.” Selina has
learned she couldn’t have been more
wrong. Now understanding that this
phrase was an excuse, Selina is devoted
to giving a flawless, unforgettable
experience along with photos that
will be priceless to her clients.
Since that pre-teen peered through
the looking glass, Selina has become
a student, mother, artist and now, a
young entrepreneur with awards.
With international publications and a
local claim to fame, she teaches others
to pursue their passions and work for
themselves.

Her advice is that when you set goals
for yourself, clap when you’re done
regardless of the outcome because you
did it. If you’re unsuccessful, course
correct and try again. You’ll get there
as long as you follow your dreams and
throw down everything you’ve got.

Selina Kozub
published international wedding
and family photographer

Selina Photography

Picture yourself succeeding, create
personal and professional goals and
consider any area that you may need to
improve in to be successful. It’s messy,
it’s painful, it’s beautiful, but when you
discover your passion, don’t let anyone
hold you back… not even yourself.

Connect with Selina
Instagram: @imagesbyselina
Facebook: @SelinaPhotography.ca
Web: selinaphotography.ca
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It has been said that success happens when
preparation meets opportunity, which is exactly
what happened to Dax Guest-Ross, the young
entrepreneur behind PIZZAMOReH.
Dax may not have known it at the time, but while
growing up, he and his mother, an entrepreneur
and chef by trade, spent a lot of their time together
cooking and subsequently preparing for his ultimate
opportunity.
“This hobby was nothing more to me than spending
time with my mom. I had no desire to do it as a
career,” said Dax. “I knew from my mother that the
restaurant biz had a high turnover rate and it could
be very hard to succeed. Honestly, I had zero interest
in following her footsteps.”
But… that’s when rare opportunities present themselves.

Dax Guest-Ross
Business Owner

Dax quickly made the decision to commit and within
a month, this newly minted young entrepreneur had
his very own business and a clever name to go with it.

Pizzamoreh
Written by: Jorden Puzzella

“ Impact, positivity
and creating new
opportunities is where
I believe business
needs to go and that’s
where I am going.

“

LEVEL UP //

“It also helped that my mom had some dynamite
pizza recipes, which made me feel confident that I
could make this opportunity a reality.”

“I was motivated by my ability to cook, but I really
had no first-hand entrepreneurial experience.
Everything I knew came secondhand from my
mother owning L’oven.”
Over the course of PIZZAMOReH’s first year, the
role of a young entrepreneur has shaped Dax to
become a better leader and professional. He feels
like he has made significant growth in his personal
development towards business, health and cuisine.
“I’ve come to discover that food is medicine and that
I now have an ability to make a huge impact on the

“ I’ve recently started tracking what I’m doing with my business,
mindset and other personal development strategies and hope to
be the raindrop in someone’s ocean that leads to an awesome idea,
more motivation or switched mindset.

world. The way I have come to see it is that we as a
team at PIZZAMOReH, make people’s days better.”
It’s an impact Dax is incredibly proud of.
“Countless times, people come into our open kitchen
to say that we did a great job and that was one of
the best pizzas they’ve ever had, which always puts a
smile on my face.”
For this young entrepreneur, the future is a blank
canvas of pizza dough… the possibilities are endless.
Dax wishes to take what he has learned to inspire
others to do what they enjoy, because who knows
when your preparation will allow you to capitalize on
an opportunity.

“

And in an instant, Dax realized that what he and his
mother had been doing for fun prepared him to take
over an existing restaurant and succeed.

“I hope to be the raindrop in someone’s ocean that
leads to an awesome idea, motivation or a refreshed
mindset,” concluded Dax. “As a young entrepreneur
with employees and customers, my current goal is to
support others and encourage them to do what I did
and just send it!”

Connect with Dax
Instagram: @pashondax | @Pizzamoreh
Pizzamoreh Facebook: @Pizzamoreh
Web: pizzamoreh.ca
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Sydney &
Kennedy Koren

them, but they wouldn’t succumb to its pressure. At
one point, they were down to one team member, but
they wouldn’t let that get them down. They had each
other and that was all they’d need to persevere.

Salon Owner and Hair Stylist

“I’m thankful my sister and I had each other and our
parent’s support,” said Sydney. “You truly do need
cheerleaders in your corner when jumping into the
unknown of entrepreneurship!”

New Image Salon
Written by: Jorden Puzzella
While most of us were just completing homework in middle
school, Sydney Koren was begging her parents to let her
contribute to the family business, New Image, in West
Kelowna.
The appreciation for her parents’ creation, vision and
dream cultivated a desire in Sydney and her sister
Kennedy to one day refine their family’s salon. This
ideology manifested throughout their childhood as the
girls worked in the salon and built relationships. By the
time they were teenagers, they were working alongside
their parents.
After high school, Sydney enrolled in the business
program at Okanagan College and Kennedy pursued
an apprenticeship program to become a hairstylist.
Knowing that their mission was to enhance the family
brand, they aspired to explore avenues their parents had
not.
“At that time, I truly believed that mission meant
building and growing our parent’s location and styling
the existing foundation in our own image,” said Sydney.
“Kennedy was behind the chair and I was happily
thriving on the front end, but I think that’s what made
it so exciting to take the risk when our venture became
reality in May of 2017.”
While working full time at New Image West Kelowna,
the dynamic duo got a call from a salon owner in
Kelowna who was looking to leave the country and sell
their salon. This was an opportunity the girls had to
jump on quickly and within a couple of weeks they’d
take the leap to become the proud owners of Society
Hair Salon! Early on, they learned to lead the existing
staff and rebuild a struggling brand. Adversity challenged
LEVEL UP //

Fast forward six months and they rebranded to
become New Image Salon Kelowna. Realizing that
the vision their parents created in West Kelowna, as
well as the salon name, was strong in the community,
they united to convey a collective message. Jumping
ahead to early 2020, through hard work and resilience,
Sydney and Kennedy were leading an amazing team
that operated on the same family values their parents
instilled in them. They were living their dream… up
until COVID-19 forced them to close their salon.
But the sisters remain determined to disallow this
pandemic to bring their dream to an abrupt and
unceremonious end. Therefore, Sydney and Kennedy
decided to do what was best for their family, team
and clients by closing and selling their precious salon
in Kelowna to return to their roots and reunite with
their family at New Image, in West Kelowna.
“My sister and I had built our vision for New Image
around the principles of empowerment and positive
self-image. No matter where our new goals take us
going forward, as a team, we’ll never waiver from
creating a space where every individual feels welcome
and beautiful,” concluded Sydney.
This is not the end, it is a new beginning.

Connect with Sydney on Instagram:
@sydneykstyling
Connect with Kennedy on Instagram:
@beautybykennedyk
Instagram:
@newimageaveda
Web: newimagesalonandspa.ca
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future. But this role has reinvigorated her. She has
regained her focus, discovered her passion and gained
a sense of community and self-confidence.
Joel has also struggled in moments of his life; he
went through immune system failure and was later
diagnosed with celiac disease at a young age. Spending
most of his life with severe dietary restrictions has
left him with a strong sense of compassion and
empathy for those in similar positions. This business
has helped him cultivate his creativity and scientific
mind while giving him an opportunity to give to
others what he wished he could have had himself.
Together, this business gives Jaide and Joel a sense of
purpose and gratification.

It may sound cliché, but the lasting impression Jaide
and Joel wish to make is to lead by example and
inspire others to use their struggles as motivation too.

Connect with Jaide & Joel
Instagram: @truenorthbakehouse
Facebook: @TrueNorthBakehouse
Web: truenorthbakehouse.com

The idea for the business came to Joel and Jaide (who
made the switch to vegan) when they were trying
to find something they could both eat, which was
next to impossible. After many frustrating shopping
trips and several eating-out struggles, it occurred to
them that if no one else was going to make vegan and
gluten-free foods, then they should. Knowing others
with similar dietary restrictions, they decided to lean
on their shared background in baking and join the
world of entrepreneurs.

Jaide Hatfield & Joel Murga
Owner/General Manager and Owner/Bakery Manager

True North Bakehouse
Written by: Jorden Puzzella
One look at the 100% vegan and gluten-free handbaked donuts, buns, cookies and bread from True North
Bakehouse and you’ll be dancing with decadence. These
two crafty creatives specialize in creating delicious
allergen-free baked products, beginning out of necessity.
In their path to becoming young entrepreneurs, Jaide
and Joel not only had to learn how to operate a business,
they had to discover themselves.
Throughout Jaide’s life, she’s experienced several serious
concussions that left her limited in what careers she could
choose. Knowing this, Jaide felt apprehensive about her
LEVEL UP //

To see if there was a need for vegan and gluten-free
baking, they presented their products at the farmers’
market. It turns out there wasn’t just a need, there
was a demand. Once they noticed the products were
becoming popular, they partnered with some local
cafes and reached out to larger clients, who were
excited to stock their products.
For these two young entrepreneurs, they find that
speaking with their consumers has really put them in
a place of gratitude. “One of our absolute favourite
things is getting pictures or messages from parents
of their kids eating one of our donuts, telling us it’s
their first donut they ever had or that they finally get
to eat something at a birthday party,” said Jaide.
Grateful to be where they are, Jaide and Joel have
made it a habit to keep up with the times. “We are
often switching up our flavours to match the seasons
or holidays, bringing out new products, or updating
our social media. We find that little changes like
these help to keep things exciting for our customers.
Keeping to your original vision is important, but
it’s nice to implement fresh ideas every so often,”
concludes Jaide.
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Reid Vanvliet &
Peter Clarke
Owners

Restaurants Delivered
Written by: Jorden Puzzella

Restaurants Delivered is the brainchild of two childhood
friends turned young entrepreneurs, Reid Vanvliet and
Peter Clarke.
Growing up together, Reid and Peter developed a brotherly
bond that evolved into an intuitive sense of how to build
and improve upon existing things.
This connection helped them decide to become business
partners when an opportunity arose to purchase their
previous employer’s delivery service. Being two like-minded
forward-thinking young men, they willingly accepted the
challenge of rebranding this service in their image.

“
you have to accept the fact that
you may not get a paycheck for
a month of hard work, you will
lose sleep, you will sacrifice
time, but I promise you if you do
it right it will pay off.

“
LEVEL UP //

Almost immediately, they implemented an online
ordering system so their existing customers, who
could only order over the phone previously, could
now browse local restaurants and place orders
directly from their mobile devices. Hoping to
attract new customers in the process, their next step
was to evaluate and improve the current market
of online ordering. So they conducted a thorough
competitive analysis to identify and improve upon
flaws in their system.
After they did that, they established three very
important factors in which they’d vow to never
break. These factors are 1) being reliable, 2) keeping
their pricing structure affordable and 3) remaining
a locally owned service that is available to help you
if you ever needed anything.
Knowing what they wanted to do was the easy part.
Actually doing it was a little more challenging. The
reason being was they came into this endeavour

without any entrepreneurial experience. But that
wasn’t going to stop them. They took their time and
postponed launching Restaurants Delivered until
they knew every aspect of how to operate a business.
“We didn’t let ourselves get scared. We motivated
each other to get out there and do it,” said Peter. “If
you think your business will grow by itself, it won’t.”
Together, the guys supported each other to
accomplish what they had planned and when they
encountered something they didn’t know how to
do, they’d take the time to figure it out.
“We accepted the fact that we might not get a
paycheck for a month’s worth of hard work, lose
sleep or sacrifice time because we knew that if we
did this right, it would pay off,” added Reid. “It’s
great to have dreams and be inspired by the big
picture because it’s what motivated us to start in the
first place; if you want to succeed, you’ve got to take
the time to focus on each individual hurdle first.”

Now, as Restaurants Delivered is taking off, the
lifelong friends turned young entrepreneurs
continue to collaborate with local restaurants to
provide you with reliable service that’s affordable
and accessible. Download the Restaurants Delivered
app to see how this friendship turned into a great
delivery service that you can trust.

Connect with Restaurants Delivered
Instagram: @restaurantsdelivered
Facebook: @RestaurantsDeliveredKelowna
Twitter: @RDelivered
Web: restaurantsdelivered.ca

Knowing their goal and taking their time to see it
through speaks to the fact that these two really do
know how to build and improve existing things.
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Mitch
Carefoot &
Kurt Jory
Digital media and event management

Thick as Thieves
entertainment
Written By: Jorden Puzzella

The idea to go into the entertainment business
came into fruition one night while enjoying good
company. The guys started discussing their affinity
for live music and as their conversation grew, Mitch,
Kurt and company began to piece together many
common objections to attending live events. And
as they put this puzzle together, they noticed a few
glaring aversions were staring them right in the face…
ones that they could solve.
“At that moment, we looked at each other and had
that eureka moment. We thought if not now, then
when? And if not us, then who?”
Their moment manifested itself into the inaugural
Denim on the Diamond, an outdoor live music
event that was essentially curated to eliminate all the
things they had perceived to take away from a joyous
experience. Thick as Thieves Entertainment banded
together to create the ultimate experience for fans of
music by fans of music, creating an event for people
who, like them, wanted to enjoy a day of good music
at a fair ticket price in one of the most beautiful
cities in Canada.
LEVEL UP //

With the goal to turn melodies to memories, they
plan to increase the number of events they host and
further build upon their success in a sustainable way.
Noting that bigger isn’t always better, they’re striving
to increase the fan experience by seeking feedback
from locals on who they want to see perform in the
Okanagan and how each event can be better.
With that feedback, two new events were created:
AltiTunes, featuring Arkells, and Crown of Sound,
featuring Bishop Briggs, Allan Rayman and Jesse
Roper. Although the team is in the process of
rescheduling AltiTunes, Mitch and Kurt have shown
nothing but class and their true character has shoned
through in their response and reaction.
By focusing on what they can control, valuing health
over commerce, relationships over money and never
taking for granted the fact that someone chose
to spend their hard-earned money on their event,
everyone involved has received nothing but positive
support from ticket buyers.
The current plan is to throw an awesome event this
year at Denim on the Diamond and then continue
to create an environment that fosters a deeper sense
of community, thereby creating a deeper sense of
empathy for all who live here.

Since that fateful night, the only thing these young
entrepreneurs have discussed and brought to our
table are great ideas and positivity. With more to
come, feel safe knowing that any event Thick as
Thieves Entertainment hosts will be a euphoric
experience that frees us through the power of live
music and social interaction.

Connect with Thick as Thieves Entertainment
Instagram: @denimonthediamond | @altitunes |
@crownofsound
Facebook: @denimonthediamond |
@altitunesmusicfest | @crownofsound
Website: denimonthediamond.com |
altitunesmusicfest.com | crownofsound.ca

“

Personal and business
relationships are something
we value tremendously.
Attendees need to trust they
will get value, be safe and
have their expectations met
before coming to an event.

“

Thick as Thieves Entertainment involves a lot of
people, but the young entrepreneurs behind the
brand are Mitch Carefoot and Kurt Jory. They are
the ones behind many events like Denim on the
Diamond, AltiTunes at Big White Ski Resort and the
Crown of Sound festival in Victoria, BC.
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By creating a workplace culture that is true to these
values, Pela Case entrusts its people to do the right
thing and its employees proactively work to solve any
of the problems the company faces — regardless of
whether it is assigned or not.
Like Bertulli, keynote speaker Eric Termuende, isn’t
afraid of formidable challenges. After all, with a couple
of colleagues, he endeavored to get from London
to Berlin without any pre-arranged transportation,
money or assistance from electronic devices.
Termuende certainly has distinguished his story and
after years of studying the future of work, compiling
his knowledge in the bestselling book Rethink Work,
he now helps companies differentiate their stories to
recruit, attract and retain top performers. Though
a company’s purpose is undoubtedly important,
Termuende explains that the people within the
company are just as critical, which is why it is essential
to focus on the right people.

Written By: Vince Yu
Fire at will. That’s not the message that you would
expect at a talk about HR and recruiting, but this
was no ordinary business event. The Level Up events
are known to be dynamic and that was definitely the
case with Matt Bertulli and Eric Termuende as the
speakers at the first Level Up Speaker Series event, the
Future of HR & Recruiting.

LEVEL UP speaker
series: Future of
HR & Recruiting
keynote speaker reveals
how to get workplace
culture right
LEVEL UP //

By telling business leaders that they should fire
people, Matt Bertulli, the CEO of Pela Case, wasn’t
advocating for business leaders to fire staff in an
unrestrained demonstration of power. Instead, his
advice to businesses is to focus on employees and job
applicants that embody the values of the company
and to not let those who are not aligned with the
workplace culture stand in the way.
It is through the same undaunted approach that
Bertulli tackles an audacious challenge: create a
waste-free future. Though Pela Case is known for ecofriendly phone cases, he reveals that this is the true
aim for the company.
Bertulli uses this laser focus on specific values to
attract, retain and energize his workforce.

entrepreneurs, a local tech mogul and two former
prime ministers of Canada.
Sometimes, as Termuende has shown, a big idea
resulting in a dramatic change only takes a small
shift in thinking. “As soon as we think we have a best
culture, we’re wrong,” said Termuende. “But as soon
as we think we have an optimized culture for us, for
our people, that’s where we’re going to be right.”
For information on upcoming Level Up events, visit
www.levelupconference.ca.

In order to stay ahead and attract people, companies
need to be prepared to change. As Termuende
understands the friction that exists in opposition of
change, he presents the idea of a one-degree shift,
which is the smallest change upon which people can
act. A series of small changes can proliferate to have a
profound impact.
Termuende explains that in order to drive
engagement and build communities in the workplace,
people need to feel like they belong. To create a sense
of belonging in the right people, companies need
to have an intentional set of values. As these values
become clear, people aligned with these values will be
increasingly engaged and committed.
By creating a distinct culture, Termuende indicates
it’s okay if some people self-sort out of a company,
echoing the sentiments of Bertulli. No workplace
culture can be perfect for everybody. By creating an
environment of belonging by those within a company,
trust is established and companies can thrive.
The Level Up leadership conference last year was
unprecedented, becoming the largest business
conference ever in Kelowna and featuring the former
VP of marketing at Apple and CMO at Beats by Dre,
two CEO and leadership mentors, two superstar
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Opening doors

Welcome the ‘new kids on
the block’

It is the act of guiding clients to connect with
their customers and solve their problems.

Written By: Mimi Mutahi, UBCO Student
According to an industry analysis of Bars and Nightclubs in
Canada conducted by IBIS World, it was projected that the
bar and nightclub industry in Canada would be “negatively
affected” in 2019 due to a shift in social and consumer trends.
More specifically, this shift is attributed to the increase in athome drinking for financial, as well as safety reasons. The
2019 analysis predicted a decrease in the number of businesses
in the industry, the number of employment opportunities,
and a stagnation in the revenue generated from the bar and

The key? Strategy before tactics.

nightclub industry annually. However, this has not been the
case in Kelowna, BC.

Consider the analogy of not putting the cart
before the horse.

In 2019, Downtown Kelowna said goodbye to the old and
ushered in several new and exciting bars and nightclubs to the
scene, despite nation-wide industry predictions. This increase
will hopefully amount in increased employment opportunities,
as well as increased generated revenue from the industry in
Kelowna.

On the cart, we carry your knowledge of the
industry including demographics, marketing
mix, competition analysis, positioning, brand,
internal/external analysis, and other factors
that identify your products and services.
The horse acts as the marketing strategy
navigating with purpose towards a specific
destination.
The destinations are where precise tactics can
achieve your goal.

Friends of
Dorothy
Lounge
Despite the 2019 nation-wide industry
predictions, Kelowna has managed
to successfully increase the number
of businesses, as well as ignite a new
and exciting bar and nightclub scene
in the heart of Downtown Kelowna.
Hopefully 2020 will be as fruitful as
2019 was for the Kelowna bar and
nightclub industry.

Skinny Duke’s
Glorious
Emporium
On Aug. 6, Skinny Duke’s Glorious
Emporium was introduced as the ‘new
kid on the block.’ Located on 1481
Water St., Skinny Duke’s Glorious
Emporium has a world-class, decadedefying food and cocktail menu, as
well as cosy décor to match the decadedefying atmosphere that is prevalent
throughout the space.

Gotham
Nightclub &
Venue
Later in the year, on Oct. 25, Gotham
Nightclub & Venue, located on 275
Leon Ave., opened its doors to the public
for the first time. The nightclub has a
large interior, described as “industrial
chic with lux finishing”, as well as hosts
some of Kelowna’s best DJ’s, including
DJ Invisible, DJ Sugarpoppz, and DJ
Slim Tyme.

Orchard Room
First on the block in 2019 was Orchard Room that
hosted its Grand Opening on June 21. Located on 269
Lawrence Ave., Orchard Room specializes in “plantforward cuisine”, features “boutique cocktails”, and
hosts décor inspired by Miami and Havana in the
1940s to tie it all together.

LEVEL UP //

Whether that be social media, print or
geofencing, we know with certainty how to
navigate your strategy to the best tactical
destination.
A strategy is an approach designed to reach
customers in a cost-efficient and
time-sensitive manner — and that’s why
strategy comes before tactics.

MARKETING

IN ITS ESSENCE
IS GUIDANCE.
LEVEL UP //

Putting tactics before the strategy is like
rolling a cart without navigation attempting
to arrive at a successful destination. It’s as if
the horse is off eating grass while you’re stuck
trying to push a heavy cart by yourself down
the road.
If you would like guidance to communicate
with your audience across six divisions that
service the Okanagan and beyond, let’s start
the conversation.
Call (250) 862 8010 or
email: Sales@CsekCreative.com
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YOU DREAM IT.
WE PRINT IT.
We have solutions for all your printing and signage needs.

$200

OFFER AVAILABLE FOR
NEW CUSTOMERS ON all
JOBS over $500

- THIS OFFER IS ONLY VALID FOR NEW CUSTOMERS. ONE TIME ONLY -

COME VISIT US
DIVISION OF

DIGITAL PRINTING

SIGNAGE

WIDE-format

heat press

Digital printing for
everything
from
LEVEL UP
// business
cards to brochures and
booklets.

Improve the visibility of
your product or company
with signage.

Wide-Format printing for
everything from banners
to window wraps.

Create branded swag
such as hats, mugs, and
shirts.

CONNECT WITH US

d6 PRINT STUDIO

sales@divisionsixstudios.com
(236) 420 4070

103 - 2293 Leckie Road
39
Kelowna, BC V1X 6Y5

LET’S GET

CONNECTED
KELOWNANOW.COM
@KELOWNANOW
@KELOWNANOW
@KELOWNANOW

LEVEL UP //

